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‘In a Flash, in the Twinkling of an Eye, at the Last Trumpet. For the Trumpet will sound, the
Dead will be raised Imperishable, and we will be Changed. For the Perishable must Clothe itself
with the Imperishable, and the Mortal with Immortality.’ -1 Corinthians 15:52-53

The purpose of this study is to consider a 73-Year Theory that can possibly be linked as
to the timing of when the Age of Grace will come to a close. The Church Age is the time
in which Jesus has outreached to the Gentiles as National Israel has been given a
‘Time Out’ for bas behavior. The supposition is that as the Age of Grace started when
yet National Israel existed. It speaks of a Prophetic Duality as the Covenants made to
Israel were in place. Yet the New Covenant was also in place and started with the
Death-Burial-Resurrection of Jesus.
It was this ultimate Sacrifice of Jesus, the Last Adam, and Last Passover Lamb that
opened the Dispensation of the Age of Grace. But when did that first occur? This will be
discussed in the study. Why would this be important in the Last Days? Well, one
suggests that in principle, the Age of Grace occurred when Jesus was born. He was the
literal embodiment of what is YHVH’s Grace. The count starts then to when Israel
ceased to be Under the Law, as they could no longer observe the Daily Sacrifices
required. That timeframe was approximately 73 years, culminating in the destruction of
the 2nd Temple in 70 AD. But in reality, the Church Body overlap occurred in Pentecost.
The supposition of the 73-Year Theory is that if such a year-count is valid and perhaps
Prophetic in nature, it so happens that in these Last Days, a resurgence of this Dual
Existence of National Israel along with the Body of Christ has emerged. Is this likewise
then see the Season of Transference as it was then. If one applies this 73-Year timeline
to another Miraculous Birth, that of National Israel in 1948, it would suggest 2021 would
be the End of the Church Age then, or the end of Grace. And then the transition for
National Israel would revert back to the Daily Sacrifices, operating under the Law, etc.
Where did this 73-Year overlay of Dispensation come from? The question was posed on
a Rapture Watch Blog in now the escalation of the Israeli IDF attacks on Damascus
have intensified to occur now in broad daylight. As such Military Escalation occur, many
who watch the Signs and Events of the End Times as it relates to Israel in the Middle
East are again asking about the Isaiah 17 Prophecy. It is an Omen of Destruction, of
how Damascus will be a ‘Ruinous Heap of Rubble’ And this coming from the hands of
the IDF. The connection to the end of Age of Grace is how it began for the Apostle Paul
had that miraculous encounter with Jesus on the road to Damascus.
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In a Flash of Light
The Book of Acts teaches that Jesus Appeared and Revealed Himself to Saul going to
Damascus. And for what purpose? To show Grace through Saul and how now, since
Pentecost, the Church Age would be about not the Law that Kills, but Grace that
forgives and bestows Life. Saul went with the intent to kill the Followers of Jesus. But he
was ‘transformed’. His Name was changed to Paul, etc. The question among many in
the Church Body is, will the Isaiah 17 Prophecy somehow then be linked or signal the
end of the Church Age in so much as the Rapture will occur at such a time of ‘Sudden
destruction? Does the imagery of the ‘Flash’ of Light signal how Damascus will be
destroyed by such an inference, as in a Nuclear Flash?
And how the wording is similar in that, at the point of the Rapture event, there will also
be a ‘Flash’. This Divine ‘Flash’ will hit and affect one’s Perishable Moral Bodies. They
will be transformed into Imperishable and Immortal Bodies. And as it was the case with
Jesus’ Body at the point of His Resurrection, there is evidence, as many purport is what
happened with the Shroud of Turin. It has been presented that a Brilliance of Light, a
Flash of enormous amount of Energy had to do with the Resurrection Process affecting
Jesus’ Physical Body, etc. In regard to when the Age of Grace started, it is not 100%
clear but most would agree that it did ‘When Pentecost Fully Came’.
This, as it is known and understood is when GOD the Holy Spirit came down to be
Sealed, forever in the Believers and Followers of Jesus. The point? Since the
Resurrection of Jesus, there was the ‘Overlap’ of the Age of Grace along with the Age
of Law as Israel still existed as a People/Nation. And the Temple Daily Sacrifices were
still being performed. But it all stopped in 70 AD when the Altar of Sacrifice and the
Temple were destroyed. Israel ceased to be a Nation in the Promised Land. This was
the case until 1948, exactly 1,948 years to the year of Israel’s 70th Year Anniversary.
One could argue that the Age of Grace started the day Jesus was crucified, died, was
buried and rose from the Grave. Or, perhaps if one thinks outside the box a little more,
one could say that the Age of Grace started ‘Prophetically’ when Jesus was born. Why?
That was the time going forward in Human History where Jesus was the literal
embodiment of Grace, etc. So, one can perhaps tie then Jesus’ birth to the End of the
Age of Grace? Let us take a look. This is assuming a -3 BC Birth Date of Jesus based
on the Retrogrades of Jupiter in conjunction with Regular 3 times in Leo and Jupiter’s
conjunction with Venus in Leo 2 times within 1 year.
To the Magi in the East, that was the Sign of the Coming King to be born. Well, if one
adds the -3 years to the 70 AD conclusion of the Age of the Law, then that would be
approximately 73 years. That is again, taking into account the Prophetic Overlap of both
Israel and the Church existing on Earth at the same time since Pentecost. It included
the transitions. The point? One could argue that the prior ‘Overlap’ of National Israel
and the Body of Christ are presently the reality again now in existence on Earth. This, in
itself is incredible. And it should sound some Prophetic Bells. However, one does
realize that the circumstances in this modern era are not 100% equal as Israel does not
presently have the Daily Sacrifices being conducted nor Temple just yet, etc.
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At the End of the 73rd Year
However, in principle, again, this only is a possible correlation to suggest just how close
the World is to the end of the Church Age. How so? The Prophetic Overlap would
compare/Contrast the -3 BC + 70 AD timeline, that equals 73 years. Then, from 1948
when a type of Jesus or Israel (Prince of YHVH) was born in 1948 + 73 years = 2021.
Based on this comparison of year-counts, one could suggest that around 2021 would be
when the Age of Grace would end. And then the ‘Prophetic Overlap’ would transition
exclusively back to Israel as they would revert back to being Nationally, Under the Law.
This Age would occur sometime in the Fall of 2022. Why then? It could coincide with the
commencement of their Daily Sacrifices as presented in other studies. If this scenario
would be so, then it would essentially constitute Daniel’s 70 Week, etc. Below are some
timelines respective of when the 2nd Temple was destroyed in 70 AD and how that
looked like in terms of a timeline. There could be something to this ‘Overlap’ mentioned
of having both National Israel and the Body of Christ co-exist on Earth. But that it is due
to the transitioning phase that is pending but one finds is presently about to be initiated.
And hopefully the Rapture will kick it off, and with a Flash as the Saul’s of this Evil world
seek to close in to kill and eradicate the Followers of Jesus.
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In these Last Days, many have been led to consider the 4-Year Probation of the
Unfruitful Fig Tree in relation to the Revelation 12 Sign in 2017. And if that is the case,
the ‘expiration year’ occurs in 2021. Thus, will 2022 be when Judgment starts, and the
‘cutting down’, for Israel to pay its last Sabbath ‘Outstanding Balance’ of those 70
Prophetic Weeks of Years begins? Then the Rapture could still be occurring in 2021 of
what is left of it. But that the Tribulation Period would then occur sometime in 2022.
Revelation 12 Sign tied to Unfruitful Fig Tree Parable
2017 + 4 Probationary Years = 2021 (End of Church Age of Grace?)

Or that the Rapture could occur still in 2022, but not after the Fall as that would start the
1st Year of the subsequent 7-Year Sabbath Cycle, from Fall 2022 to Fall 2029. And as
presented, one strongly suggests, that this 7-Year timeframe could very well correlate to
Daniel’s 70th Week of Years. This is assuming the Sabbath Count started, not in 1948
with Israel’s Birth necessarily, but when its 1st Sabbath Cycle occurred in 1952.
1952 + 70 Years = 2022
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Sudden Destruction
Now this is despite the fact that National Israel did not celebrate its 1st Shemitah as a
Nation, as it came back in ‘Unbelief. This is exactly as Ezekiel foretold Israel would be
reconstituted in the Last Days. If this 1952-Shemitah Model would be correct, then the
Psalm 90 Generation of 70 Years would be valid still. However, if not, it would make
2022 the 74th year of Israel since 1948 and after May 14, 2022. Meaning? That the
many who have held to a 2021-2028 Tribulation Timeline were off, unfortunately.
So, to reiterate, one has presented that this 73-74 Year dual timespans could speak as
to the Prophetic ‘Overlap’ of having Israel and the Body of Christ coexist on Earth. It
would parallel the Birth of Jesus, assuming a -3 BC date as it was for Israel. And in
mirrored fashion, the end of the Law for Israel in 70 AD, (73rd Year) could then be its
reconstitution on the 74th Year since being Re-Born in 1948. The year 2022 in the Fall
would be Year 1 of the Sabbath Cycle of 7 Years. It would initiate National Israel to be
back under the Law with its Daily Sacrifices, etc.
The Temple Service would be all inclusive of their re-dedicated Altar of Sacrifice,
Temple, Priesthood, and Sanhedrin, etc. But one would agree that why some have
associated the Apostle Paul with the Start of the Church Age is that as mentioned, he
represented the literal ‘transition’ from being Under the Law that ‘Kills’ to now being
under Grace in Jesus that gives Life. Saul was transformed to Paul going to Damascus
and how when was blinded by a ‘Flash of Light’ associated/connected to Damascus.
So, as he was Ordained to be the Apostle to the Gentiles by the Apparition and
Revelation of Jesus, one can make a direct association then with how the Age of Grace,
which is really for the Gentiles is to also end with an event dealing with Damascus. As
with Saul, Damascus ‘seeks to Kill YHVH’s People’. Will it be stopped dead on its tracks
with a ‘Flash of Light’ that will destroy it? A Nuclear Detonation? A while back, one did a
study on such a correlation of what it would look like if Damascus is Nuked.
And that ‘Flash of Light’ will be blinding on several levels. The Jews, Damascus and the
World will stay ‘Blind’ until they ‘transform’ and Jesus is literally revealed to them as it
was with Saul. Now, it is understood that Damascus might be the ‘Prophetic Spark’ that
will ignite the cascade of events that will lead the ‘Confirming of the Convent’ amongst
Israel and the Many. It would fit the ‘Sudden Destruction’ scenario that is described how
it will take place simultaneously when the Rapture event does happen.
The question will be or is, is the Isaiah 17 Destruction of Damascus by the Israeli IDF it?
Or will it be another place and time? And does the destruction have to be through a
Nuclear Detonation? With the modern technology weapons have now, not necessarily.
Remember the ‘Bomb’ that destroyed the Harbor in Beirut in 2020. The Damascus
event, might seem isolated and not affecting the entire World. And who are the ‘They’
that will not ‘Escape’? Will it be a City, a Nation? The World? Well, based on one’s
studies and current events in the Middle East, everything is just about lining-up. All that
is required is that ‘Spark’, that Flash. One would hope it will be the ‘Rapture Flash’.
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